THE  SPANISH  WAR
animals were straining through the mud of the deep
sunken paths—it had rained a few days earlier—carrying
shells to the mountain batteries in position on the heights.
It was evident that every nerve was to be strained to
secure speed, and at every village behind the attacking line
there were parks of tractors and lorries ready for any
emergency, mule trains collected from every village for
miles to the rear with peasant drivers pressed for the
moment, while other bodies of peasants were standing by
with picks and spades ready to be rushed up for road
repair work at any urgent point.   General Franco, who,
with General Davila, had established his headquarters at
Durango, was moving about the roads all the time seeing
that his orders for speed were being carried out, while
General Solchaga was at his advance headquarters at
Larrebezua town hall, where I saw him that morning and
was able to bring up for him and his staff a little French
claret, which they greatly appreciated.
After the bombardment, tripled by some twenty
bombing squadrons from the air, Colonel Valmo's units
began to move along the hogVback linking the Vizcargui
range with the Cordillera of Fica, while the troops of the
5th Brigade of Navarre came up from the valley. Close
though we were to the fighting (Colonel Garcia Valmo
was never more than two thousand yards from his most
advanced units and usually much closer), it was difficult
to follow the engagement taking place under the cover of
pine copses and brushwood. Now and then there was a
terrific rattle of machine-gun fire, and now and then the
glint of the scarlet and gold colours of "pain could be
seen. But early in the afternoon we " ad left Mugica
behind us, had passed through the village of Andraman,
where a few Red shells were sullenly falling, and were
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